
WRITING A 301 REDIRECT TO NEW DOMAIN

You have the ability to setup redirects for a domain in your cPanel interface one carriagehouseautoresto.com$1
[L,R=,NC] full domain redirect.

If you want to review the redirect, hit back to rules in the Actions column. This post, originally written in by
Lisa Barone , is among our most-visited blog posts of all time, so we keep it up-to-date and accurate. Posted
by Bruce Clay, Inc. My colleague Nick and I are currently working on a video blog that walks through the
different circumstances as to why you might be changing domains. If you look at the diagram below, this
illustrates how you can host a lone. To redirect the entire site, we would input. Therefore no matter how many
pages your site has, the above 2 lines of. Step 5 â€” Finishing Up You should now have a fully working site on
the new domain, with the old domain redirecting requests and traffic perfectly. Hit OK. Thanks for visiting,
and hope it helps! Change the domain first, then update the website once the domain change has settled. An
easy way to do this is to put a blank line at the bottom of the file. How to redirect to a new domain name
without comprimising your SEO Written by Creare - Published on March 3, Moving your website to a new
domain can be a daunting but necessary process. Why you might need to implement a redirect How to
Implement Redirects Using. Click away at the various listings to double check they all redirect onto their
counterpart on the new domain. Once changed, you now need to set-up hosting for the OLD domain so that
you can upload the. In the Redirect type field, select Permanent  Either of the above options are fine, but you
need to make sure that you can still host both domains after you launch the site on the new domain. The ability
to use. Want to explore how we can help you? After you save this redirect, the rules you created are saved into
the web. If your pages are in PHP, ASP, Java, or any other language that allows you to modify response
headers, simply place code at the top of each page to do the permanent redirect. To begin using the. To
redirect pages using the. Once you select it, several modules come up. Make sure you remove any robots. At
BCI, we help clients with not just the SEO how-tos, but also the strategy questions they need to optimize their
online revenue. The back reference will keep all page URLs intact with the new domain. Using the. In most
cases, this file will be placed in the root web folder for your site. Skip down to the action panel and select
Redirect within the Action Type drop-down menu. You want a vanity URL. Back-up your website and
database s. You want to reorganize pages by changing or removing a directory. Simply navigate to your old
domain, and click on the cog in the top right corner: As you should already have your new domain verified
too, select this in the drop down below, and press submit. Click Apply at the top right in the Actions column to
save the redirect. Step 4 â€” Tell Google So by this stage, you should have your website live on the new
domain, with any old domain URL requests being redirected to their counterparts on the new domain. Choose
the site you want to work on. If it is not, you can install it here. Step 3 â€” Change the domain You should
now be in a position to change domains. In my diagram above, you can see how individual spec-specific
requests can be directly matched and redirected onto the same page at the new domain. Request a conversation
or call us today. Once you have it, double-click to open the module. To redirect all the pages on BruceClay. A
few things first.


